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M a r y  A t t w o o d

Georges de la Tour was a French painter and
he worked during the period that is known as
the Baroque period. This painting has a direct

reference to St Matthew's Gospel, where it
states that an angel "suddenly appears in a

dream" to Joseph three times. The first time,
the angel tells him to marry Mary; the second

the angel tells Joseph to take Mary and the
newborn child off to Egypt; and the third time,

the angel tells Joseph to return home. This
painting could be any of these dreams that we

see here. These are all relevant pieces of
information but would we miss the bigger

picture if we only stay with this? We could
analyse this painting and talk about the

technique or argue over which dream might be
being depicted. But what is most striking is
its visceral effect. Works of art deliver and

reveal true beauty, depth, meaning - and the
poignant light, the stillness and tenderness in

this image uncovers feelings within that are
difficult to articulate and put into words.



M a r y  A t t w o o d

Georges de la Tour was influenced by
Caravaggio, and we can see that from the

contrast between light and dark that he has
used here, but his paintings evoke depth not

through the physical action and drama as
Caravaggio might have done, but instead

through their contemplative, meditative nature
of the image, that there is something dynamic
which dwells in stillness. The angel, a divine

being, is not separated from Joseph’s space by
architectural structures or different rooms or

landscapes as we may see in Renaissance
depictions of visions and miracles between the
earthly and the divine - and is not defined by a

different place and time but shares Joseph’s
physical space. Yet if we look at Joseph he is

asleep, in the other world of the dream, of this
vision, his physical eyes closed while the eyes of

the inner world and landscapes of
consciousness are re-discovered. The angel is

illuminated which shows his divinity but he also
looks like a young boy. This painting really

pivots between the real and the imagined as it
is simultaneously recognisably human and

mysterious. 



M a r y  A t t w o o d

Art changes depending on how we see it,
depending on the type of attention we pay to it -
and it is this that may shake us out of a stupor or

bring us to our knees with tenderness and
compassion or remind us of something that we

may have forgotten in life or never even realised
was there.  Its power lies not only in offering a

glimpse of something ethereal or divine but in its
revelations of the sheer panoply of myth and

meaning with the human, with character, with
pain and with joy, with the imagination and with
the material.  This painting calls us to observe -

because the beauty and the visual image before us
calls us to attend through all of our senses. Look

at the expression on the angel’s face; the contrast
between youth and age; the tip of the flame of the
candle; the carefully curled page of the Joseph’s

book.In its endlessly fascinating ways and
reaches, art evokes dreamscapes that wake us up-

these are not just dreamscapes of reverie, or
transcendent, woolly ideas: these are dreams we

have put aside and this is a dream which asks that
we be conscious, with eyes wide open, awake, not

in a half sleep and takes us through long
forgotten pathways in ourselves, in history and in

the imagination. Depth psychologist Carl Jung
said a lack of knowledge about the past is a

mutilation of the human being. 



M a r y  A t t w o o d

We often don’t want to look back at painful
aspects of our own lives, or realise where we

stand as a member of humanity in the course of
our history. But awakening deeper, wider

knowledge and seeing, of understanding, of
consciousness, helps us re-weave broken threads

into a larger tapestry of life. Seeing the bigger
picture of art, beyond rational analysis, helps us

see symbolically and metaphorically, but also in a
more embodied way and is one of the most

powerful, effective means for bridging disjointed
ways in which we currently function.


